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A wood chip boiler that is sometimes used to heat the UMO Service
Building (Murawski photo)
thgtier energy costs
cause budgetreduction
by Peter Gray
Staff Writer
The university must cut $175,000
from its existing fiscal budget due
to a rise in fuel prices and a
campus-wide increase in electrical
use, said the director of facilities
management on Wednesday.
Thomas Cole said the universi-
ty's electrical consumption for the
past two years has gone over
budget 6 percent each year. This is
a result of several factors;
specifically increased use of com-
puters by the faculty, students and
administration; the high expense to
keeping ice in the Alfond Arena
for the fall months—more than
$2,000 a month; and a central
boiler system which was designed
to run on oil at $3 a barrel instead
of the current $30 a barrel, he said.
The Energy Advisory Commit-
tee was established to come up
with solutions to the electric pro-
blem and address fiscal budget
cuts as a result of the 15 parent
(or $175,000) Bangor Hydro fuel
adjustment increase, Cole said.
A similar committee was set up
in 1976, as an energy conservation
effort, Cole said. The long-term
solutions of that committee were;
a heat recovery system in the din-
ing commons' kitchens, a boiler
conversion project in the central
boiler plant. a campus awareness
to improve temperature quality
control and use of cheaper alter-
native fuels and building insula-
. non. The committees planning
resulted in a 21 percent reduction
in fuel consumption.
Cole said the committee must
look at the short-term solutions,
which would be quite different
from the 1976 conservation
methods. "We have one project I
want to seek federal or state fun-
ding for, and it would more than
pay for itself in one year. It is a
cover for the Wallace Pool, which
would cost about $8,500," Cole
said.
Charles Rauch Jr., acting direc-
tor of fratialisi manannisain, sank
"This year is the second year of
biennium budget and we didn't
have enough money to cover the
fuel adjustment increase.
"You can foresee a usage in-
crease and we'll try to plan for that,
however, you can't foresee a fuel
rate increase when budgets are
planned two years into the
future," Rauch said. "We are
just going to have to absorb the in-
creased cost somehow," he said.
Campus electric bills and meters
are currently being analyzed and
compaired to those of past years,
Cole said. "If there is any wrong
doing, it will turn up," he said.
Cole said there was nothing il-
legal or improper about the
Bangor HydroElectric increase
because, it was approved by the
Maine Public Utilities Commis-
sion. "We don't question the bill,
however we do rely on the MPUC
to advise the university on conser-
vation methods," he said.
Carroll bee, vice_president of
power supply and planning at
Bangor Hydro said the current fuel
adjustment increase hasn't been
raised in three years. In fact there
was a fuel adjusted decrease in
April 1983 of S1,165,800, which
was designed to reduce fuel rates
annually for all commercial and
residential customers.
The two changes in the univer-
sity's electric bill are the amount of
usage and the electric rate, both of
which have increased, Lee said.
"The MPUC makes the final ap-
proval of all recommendations we .
make. Many case hearings have not
turned out the way we suggested,
whether it was a price increase or
decrease," Lee said.
Peter Maheu, rate engineer at
Bangor Hydro said there are two
(see POWER page 6)
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Bush, Ferraro clash
in first v.p. debate
PHILADELPHIA (AP)—Geraldine
Ferraro and George Bush clashed Thurs-
day night in a debate of presidential
campaign understudies, the vice presi-
dent declaring himself a loyal partner of
President Reagan and the Democratic
challenger declaring "I can make the
hard decisions" required in high political
office
"I have enough experience to see the
problem, address them:' Ferraro said in
the opening moments of a televised
debate in which each contender hurled
jabs at the other.
George Bush
She said Bush had declared Reagan's
economic program -voodoo economics"
during the campaign for the GOP
presidential nomination. "It was and it
is: she said.
Bush said there was little difference
between himself and Reagan-on most
issues and said -the president turned it
(the nation) around and I've been with
him every step of the way!'
He said Ferraro had asked some auto
workers why some of them would vote
for Reagan-Bush and she had told them,
"We deliver!' Said Bush, "We deliver
optimism': adding of the Democrats,
"They deliver the wrong things7 He then
went into a string of negative economic
statistics he attributed to the tenure of
Mondale as Jimmy Carter's vice
president.
Geraldine Ferraro
Ferraro sought to ptif•SOMe of the
statistics in a different centext, and said
she'd be a "truth squad" in assessing
Bush's statements.
He said Ferraro disagreed with Mon
(see DEBATE page 6)
Senator says politics
delayed education bill
by Dawn Daigle
Staff Writer
Senator Kenneth Hayes,D-Veazie,
chairman of Senate Education Commit-
tee, spoke on the effects of politics on
educational reform in Maine at the
"News of the World" Forum, Thursday
in the Memorial Union.
Hayes, a professor in the political
science department at UMO, said the
reasons it took so long (five days) to pass
the 32-page bill designed to improve the
quality of education in Maine were "not
so much edikhtional as political
issues."
Most of the educational issues, Hayes
referred to these as "nonissues,"
generated little debate These were issues
involving: improving the qualities of
Maine schools by requiring all schools
to go through accredidation; assessing
students every four years in areas of
math, reading and oral communication;
providing for mandatory kindergarten;
making grants available to innovative
schools; scholarships for students major-
ing in Education; and increasing high
&school requirements in areas of math,
o"languages, social sciences and computer
science.
The issues that were difficult to resolve
were the political issues:
I. A stipend of $2000 will be given to
each teacher.
"No one on the committee liked it
because it only offers a temporary solu-
tion. It does not provide for a minimum
entry salary and it is not based on in-
come," Hayes said.
2. The bill will affect collective
bargaining. The stipend may affect
teachers' raises because school officials
may decide teachers do not need in-
creases in pay.
3. The passage of the bill will affect
local control of schools.
"Some members of the committee felt
that local control was being eroded,"
said Hayes.
The state will control areas previous-
ly controlled by school administrators
regarding school requirements.
4. The passage of the bill gave the
Democrats a partisan advantage because
it was passed only two months before the
Ncwemberelection and most of the corn-
mitre members were Democrats.
Hayes said, -It will be four or five
years before we can tell we've done
everything right."
2 The Daily Maine Campus. Friday, October 12, 1981.
Students across campus will find that during the night
Bananas the Bear made his annual trek around UMO,
thanks to members of the Student Alumni Association.
The bear tracks are repainted even year before
Homecoming weekend, which, this year. is the weekend
after break. IFerazzi photo)
* Greek Beat *
by E.J. Vongher
Staff Writer
President Johnson expressed his
congratulations to us on our ef-
forts during last spring's Greek
week blood drive.
There will be a UMFB pub night
on Thursday, Oct. 18 at the
Oronoka. Wear letters for $2 cover
charge„ non-greek cover is $3. A
bus sers ice will be provided to and
from the 'noka, which will pick
people up in the Hauck traffic
On Tuesday, Oct. 23 at 7 p.m.,
Buddy Cote will be speaking on
the vanishing rushee and dry rush.
The speech will be in Hauck
Auditorium. • -- -.--- 
The fraternity board banquet
will be Dec 8 at 2 p.m. Speakers
will include Dave Westol and Presi-
dent Johnson.
This past Wednesday, Sig 
Ep
brothers Rick Ellsmore and 
Kurt
McCandles defeated the Phi Eta
Kappa doubles team in intr
amural
tennis action. They will meet 
the
Delta Upsilon team in the 
final.
Sig Ep will have an open rush
dinner with a movie to follow t
his
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. All in-
terested freshmen and sophomores
are encouraged to attend.
Delta Tau Delta has donated $25
to the Penobscot United Way. T
he
DeIts will have a blood drive Oct.
29. time to be announced. Con-
gratulations to Delta Tau brother
Jeff Lindquist for being elected to
the senior council.
Tau Epsilon Phi will have a rush
barbeque on Thursday, Oct 18
from 4:30 to 700 p.m. All in-
terested underclassmen are en-
couraged to come down and meet
the boys. TEP's recent bike-a-thon
raised approximately $200 for the
St. Jude's Children's Cancer
Research Hospital. TEP is plan-
ning a blood drive for sometime in
February.
All of the sororities with
everyone a terrific break. Here We
some notices to keep in mind:
Phi Mu congratulates all II of
their nevi Phis!
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi would
like to congratulate all of their new
pledges and new sisters. Also, they
will be holding a blood drive for
the Red Cross on Wednesday, Oct
24 in the Union so please come
and donate.
Alpha Omicron Pits charming
their energy into a trampoline+
thon to benefit the United Way oa
Thursday, Oct. 18. It will tab
place on Sigma Chi's lawn. Gnat
luck to all contestants. Congratula-
tions to Heidi Speigel, Homecom-
ing Queen finalist. .
DEVELOP YOUR
CAREER
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WANTS
TO INTERVIEW. .YOU!
Located on :he coast between the cultural
and educational opportunities of Los Angeles
and the scenic Coastline and beautiful beaches of
the Ventura Santa Barbara area. THE NAVAL SHIP
WEAPON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STATION
iNSWSESi at Port Hueneme, California t mars -NEMESIS
at -Pod Why-flee-me") has exceptional Civil Service career
opportunities for graduating engineers
YOU will be working with experts in weapon systems technology
involving in-senoce engineering arid integrated logistics support for US Navy
ships in the fields of tactical software, digital computers missile testing. launching
systems radars and systems engineering 
-
If you currently 'sold a BS degree for will have one shortly) in Electronics Engineering
(Or another diScipline with electronics background or interest i we have Civil Service
positions for 'Electronic Engineers 'Electronic Technologists
'Electronic Techniciahs
WE OFFER a federal benefits package as well as the challenge of dynamic career
growth Flextime the opportunity for graduate education at nearby universities and
colleges. uncrowded community living set on a scenic coastline of unparalleled
beauty Hiking surfing sailing exploring the.Sootherh California Miss.°,
heritage the musical events.of Ojai and the horse trails of tne ranches •
and canyons
We are just a snort drive north from the cultural ano educational diversity of Los
Angeles yet Our unCrOw0e0 Smog-free relaxed en', ronment sets us a World
apart Come see us Develop your career and your lifestyle
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England Ski Resort. MOIL:N7 SNOW is
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World/U.S.News
'Where's the beer?' 
Fewer suds
OLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP) — Col-
ege deans and other campus leaders say
the nationwide drixe to adopt a 2I-year-
old legal drinking age is forcing them to
crack down on some beer-soaked cam-
pus traditions.
The setting for this week's conference
of 125 educators was appropriate: the
student union at the University of
Maryland, where this summer the stu-
dent pub was converted into a bake shop.
The hig,h..-74rinking age is already the
law in almost half the states. Under a
measure recently signed by President
Reagan, the rest will be forced to increase
the age to 21, from 18, 19 or 20, within
two years unless they want to give up a
share of their federal highway funds.
in America's
Campus officials who have winked at
underage drinking in fraternities and
football stadiums are now being faced
with courts that are holding party
organizers liable for fatal accidents caus-
ed by drunken students.
The depth of student emotion on the
issue was demonstrated last week when
500 Illinois State University students and
other youths clashed with police in Nor-
mal. Ill., to protest a law designed to
curb loud campus parties.
The 125 educators attending the con-
ference compared notes on how to en-
courage responsible drinking by students
and to hear pledges of support from
representatives of the major breweries.
The conference was organized by
U.S. says Soviet
iimssle count is up
STRESA, Italy (AP) — U.S. Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger said Thurs-
day the Soviet Union has substantially
increased the number of SS-20 nuclear
missiles trained on W'estern Europe.
Al the close of the first day of a
NATO defense ministers nuclear strategy
nutting in this lakeside resort in the
Italian Alps, Weinberger told reporters
the Soviets have continued to add new
missiles and to build more bases for
launching them.
Weinberger said the U.S. intelligence
community has pinpointed the number
of additional SS-20s deployed by the
Soviets this year, but that the figure
would not he made public now.
The most recent estimate by NATO,
released last December was 378 SS-20s.
"There are more than 378 SS-20s,"
Weinberger told reporters.
"There are substantial numbers in ad-
dition to that..."
The West German ambassador to
NATO headquarters in Brussels Hans
-
Georg Wieck, told reporters Thursda
y
night II fleSS missile bases were unde
r
construction in the Soviet Union. H
e
gave no further details.
Dutch delegation officials and
Michael Heseltine, the British defens
e
Exercill
your Rigfr VOTE
THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOK PO
UT
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Help
give
babies
the 7"
advantage
Supt), the
(11) March of Dimes
secretary, said earlier Thursday
Weinberger had told the conference there
was no inteligence evidence of additional
SS-20s being deployed by the Soviet
Union. The discrepancy with
Weinberger's later remarks was not im-
mediately explained,
Weinberger spoke to reporters after a
meeting with Dutch Defense Minister
Job de Ruiter, whose country said in
June it would delay deployment of new
intermediate-range missiles on its soil
unless there was evidence the Soviets
were continuing their SS-20 missile
buildup aimed at the West.
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RallAIMEM
•
student pubs
EtACCHUS — Boost Alcohol Con-
sciousness Concerning the Health of
University Students — a project started
at the University of Florida in 1976 that
now has chapters at MO colleges in the
United States and Canada. The con-
ference also marked the start of the first
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week.
-Dennis C. Roberts, associate dean of
students and director of housing at
Southern Methodist University in
Dallas, expressed fear that educators are
being "blackmailed by students saying,
'Well, if you're not going to allow us to
drink on campus, we'll drive drunk.
Roberts said he has misgivings about
the age 21 bandwagon, saying that traf-
fic statistics show that male drivers age
21-24 have just as high a rate of accidents
as those age 18-20.
"Why not go to 25?" asked Roberts,
whose own campus imposed a tem-
porary ban on drinking this fall after
problems with fraternities and sororities.
The drinking age in Texas is 19.
Nancy Schulte, assistant director of
residence life for Louisiana State Univer-
sity in Baton Rouge, a state with an age
18 law, said, "We in student affairs are
doing lots as far as positive alcohol
education, but one block away off cam-
pus there are all the bars with the 3-for-1
drinks every day and quarter-beer
nights."
Some states lowered their drinking
ages in the early 1970s when the v
oting
age was lowered to IS. New Jersey 
and
Si JAMES
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Sunday Eucharist lOarn
nos noix 5amput.
lias,a• • , 0.1•M .1 40
Maryland already have moved them
back to 21. Wisconsin moved its age to
19 in July, and Arizona and Nebraska
will move up to 21 in January from 19
and 20, respectively. Ohio moved its age
to 19, but voters rejected a move to 21.
Gregory T. Moore, 24, president of a
lobbying group called the U.S. Student
Association, said the loss of jobs at pubs
is a major concern for students. "It's
totally unfair," he said. "Prohibition
didn't work in the 1930s, and prohibition
from 18 to 21 won't work in this instance
either."
Dr. Edward H. Hammond, vice pzesi-
._.glent kir student affairs at the Unive
rsi-
ty of Louisville, told of a $137,000 judg-
ment against an Ohio State University
student organization that sponsored a
party followed by a fatal car crash.
Al Calarco, assistant director of hous-
ing for the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, where the state drinking
age recently went to 19, said, "A lot of
statf members are afraid to attend stu-
dent parties, afraid of the Liability, afraid
of seeing Joe Smith who lives down the
hall whom he knows is 18, and he's
drunk out of his mind."
Other educators worried that closing
the pub could crimp the student ac-
tivities budget.
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Apply Now to Compete in the
.4( 1985 MISS MAINE U.S.A„.
PAGEANT -
*
Our 1985 State Pageant will be held in
Vicki Lynn Gay 
February, 1985. To qualify, you must be
Miss Maine U.S.A. 1984 
single, between 17 and 24 as of May 1, 1985,
and at. least a.six month resident of this
State - thus, college dorm students ar
e
.4r •eligible. So for some fun, excitement and glamo
ur, phone (617)-266-3280 or write to
No Performing
,Talent Required
WHY NOT GO FOR IT??? Apply to com-
pete for the title of Miss Maine-U.S.A., o
ur
representative to the prestigeous MISS
U.S.A.PAGtANT,to be nationally televised
on CBS in May, 1985. Over $100,000 in
prizes await the national winner.
-Or MISS MAINE U.S.A. PAGEANT HEA
DQUARTERS - Dept. DC
4( 480 Boylston St., 2nd Floor, Boston, Ma.
 02116
4: Your letter MUST include a re
cent snapshot, brief biography
-SE 
and PHONE NUMBER
4( 
DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 1, 1984
** * * * * * * *
 * * * * ** * *
* * * ** * * *
 * ** **
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Editorial
-
United States of Russia
The American Communist Pasty's candidates for
president of the United States issued their endorse-
ment of Democratic Party candidate Walter Mon-
dale this weekend. To celebrate, members of the local
Democratic Party borrowed a page out of Stalin's
handbook this Monday outside the Memorial
Union.
Volunteers at a Mondale-Ferraro booth were
registering voters. But only voters for their own
team. If someone wanted to register as a member
of the opposition, they were out of luck. Remember,
in communist countries, you can vote, but there's
only one name on the ticket.
One Democrat said she was morally opposed to
registering Republicans. Morally opposed? To
democracy? This country was founded on the prin-
ciples of checks-and-balances and constructive dif-
ferences of opinions among its leaders. To be
"morally opposed" to one's opposition is to not
understand what a democracy is all about. To
disregard one's oppostion to the point of "morally
opposing" it without considering its merits is to
totally ignore the premise that the open discussion
of differing views is valuable.
UMO voters got a glimpse of why Mondale got
the communist's support on Monday afternoon, and
it is a lesson they should not forget. Fifty years ago
in Germany there was a political party that also
methodically eradicated its opposition by not allow-
ing it to vote.
It is a sad thing to see one political party so wor-
ried about the outcome of an election that it decides
the victory is more important than the cause.
Whether Ronald Reagan or Walter Mondale wins
on Nov. 6 is not nearly so important as the process
by which they attain that victory. By openly
disagreeing with each other, publicly debating each
other, and differing on nearly every policy, they are
giving the people of this country a choice_ Both 
men
may freely speak their minds without
 fear of
reprisal of the other. When Nov. 6 is over, one 
man
will win, and one will concede, the loser having 
per- ,
formed an indispensable service to the function 
of --
democracy.
Richard Nixon won by a landslide in 1972. But
he did so in a manner that is unacceptable to 
the
ideals of this democracy, and so his victory was
rightly taken from him. To reiterate, the ideals are
more important than the individuals. "It's not
whether you win or lose. . .
To be sure, the workers at the Democratic Party
booth had a legal right to not register Republicans.
A man also has a legal right to not give his neighbor
a ride to work in the morning even though it is
enroute to his own job, and since he's going already.
it doesn't hurt him to do his neighbor the favor. Even
if they work in competing factories.
Orono (District 130) Rep. John Boit, a
Republican, called the actions "deplorable," and
even his Democratic challenger did not agree with
what was done. The action was indeed deplorable
in a country where only 50 percent of the voters
bother to vote in presidential elections. Apathy is
an enemy to both parties, and anyone wishing to
register should be welcomed as an active participant
in the process. The university has a SI6.5 million
bond issue coming up soon...will the local
Democrats be so proud of their actions if the bond
issue is defeated by only a few votes?
To top it off. Monday's fiasco took place on the
grounds of an educational institution. What an af-
frontage to the principles of higher learning! What
a stupendous insult to this university, the people of
this community, and to anyone who still believes in
the ideals established in the Constitution.
MICHAEL HARMAN
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DON LINSCOTT
Accessibility
Not more than a year ago the
sign that hangs at the door of the
president of the university said
"private" and now, under Presi-
dent Arthur Johnson it has been
changed to "welcome."
Former president, Paul Silver-
man, was a different type of presi-
dent. He was a hard man to get in
touch with. I never even knew what
he looked like until the end of my
sophomore year.
And now, in comparison, Presi-
dent Johnson appears to be a dif-
ficult man to avoid. He is in the
public eye and the public likes what
it sees.
President Johnson is a different
type of president, with his bright-
ly colored rainbow suspenders and
his captain's hat. He appears to be
a goodnatured, good-humored
man with a sincere concern for the
prosperity of UMO.
was intrigued as I watched him
make the rounds at the Organiza-
tional Fair twO weekends ago.
Students addressed him casually
and greeted him as though he were
a personal friend. I was truly
impressed.
It was obvious that he and his
wife were enjoying themselves at
the fair. It was obvious that they
enjoyed being with the students.
faculty, parents and friends that
had gathered on the mall.
I imagine that some condemn
President Johnson for his laid
back manner. I've heard some say
that he lacks professionalism and
dignity. I have to disagree.
Professionalism, it seems to me,
is the ability to complete a job. In
this light President Johnson has
made par up to this point.
He freely expresses his pride in
UMO and is quick to convert
others to his way of thinking. This
was 'one Of his goals as acting
president and now he is ac-
complishing it as president.
As far as dignity is concerned,
I believe the only man who lacks
dignity is the man who lets stuff-
shin standards limit his personality
and hinder his performance. Presi-
dent Johnson. under this standard,
is not lacking dignity in any way.
The Board of Trustees madc a
wise decision in making Johnson
the president of UMO. He is ap-
pealing to students, to ad-
ministrators and to the general
public. He represents the Univer-
sity of Maine at Orono quite well.
Ho is definately different and
that makes it clear to me that "dif-
ferent" can sometimes be more
beneficial to all concerned. The
norm isn't always the best choice.
Arthur Johnson is bringing a
feeling of pride to UMO. It is a
feeling that has long been missed.
Don Linscott is a senior jour-
nalism major from Auburn.
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leon's den
Only in America
This column was intended 
to be sarcastic,
ironic and witty but that is probably in-
appropriate given that the topic involves
military policy on nuclear deterrence and planning
for World War IV.
Virtually everyone who is realistic believes that
following a full-blown nuclear exchange there simply
won't be anything like civilized society remaining
anywhere. If there happen to be any human sur-
vivors they probably ought to be permitted to
salvage what they can, learn the awesome lessons
such madness would teach, and begin the world over
again. But we have fellow-citizens, in positions of
power and responsibility, who have determined that
Americans will emerge as "victors, or no one
will. And they are promoting a plan to ensure the
reality of that ludicrous vision.
This plan, put foreward by the Air Force, calls for
a subterranean complex for nuclear missies and
military personnel 3,000 feet beneath the surface of
some U.S. backwater.
The theory of the plan stipulates that this pro-
tected. subterranean force will emerge up the ramps
following World War III and confront any remain-
ing hostile Soviets, lithe Soviets were not then in-
timidated into submission, we'd wipe them out 
once
and for all.
But the most "practical and compelling" 
rationale
is that if the Soviets are aware of
America's survivable nuclear
capability, they'll be even less apt
to start a war than they are today.
Presumably it is this thinking
which has prompted Congress to
authorize more than 810 million
to study the feasibility of the
plan.
It is a little frightening that
elected representatives in 1984 see
even an inkling of merit in this
plan. It is a discouraging sign
that America's politicians and
miltary strategists lend credibili-
ty to such a scheme which does
not promote solutions but rather
aggravates existing problems and
even raises new fears. The result
is much the same as that produc-
ed by President Reagan's equally ridiculous "Star
Wars" program. Both represent American priorities
• • • • • • •
 • • • •
 • • • • 
• • •
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Don't spend your
winter sitting
around—SKI! — ,r(cfirtv
Season Passes $120
Unlike the others, we keep our price the same no'
matter when you buy your pass. Ski 8 times and
your pass is paid for. For more information see
your Squaw Mt. student representative or the
Student Activities Office on campus.
P.O. Box D; Greenville. ME 695-2272  ay:4
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There seems to be no
shortage or end to
such foolishness
among our leaders,"
and we have every
reason to expect
more. For those
whom we have asked
to address current
problems do so by
creating other ones.
which simply should not be. and b
oth serve to fun-
nel national resources from ar
eas where they might
be useful to areas where the
y are useless.
Thisa comic book, but officials from within theplan might be acceptable had it come from
American political-military system, claiming
 and
paid to represent the best interests of
 the country,
are the ones who have conco
cted this and and other
distressing inanities so that we might feel "more
secure-"
There seems to be no shortage or end 
to such
foolishness among our "leaders," and we have
every reason to expect more. For 
those whom we
have asked to address current problems do
 so by
creating other ones. They, then, become
 the pro-
blems for which we seek solutions. Yet we continue
to ask these people to do what we
ourselves can and should he do-
ing, and which they seem unable
to do: to propose and implement
practical, rational and construc-
tive solutions.
The first step is to rid ourselves
of those who perpetuate the
string of impractical, irrational
and harmful ideas. The first step
is to get nes,. leaders who actual-
/y represent the best interests of
the country and who, indeed, will
make us more secure. We have
permitted today" officials their
moronic games, and we can just
as easily call them off.
Scott Milliken, a senior jour-
 
nalism major from East Blue
Hill, looks foreword to the time when he's not corn-
Peed to rote for the lesser of two evils.
The Maine Campus...
is looking for a typesetter willing to work
from 1-4 p.m. or 2-5 p.m. Sunday through
Thursday.
Must be able to type 80 wo,r‘d s per minute.
Word processor experience preferred. This
is a salaried position.
Please call 1271 or drop a resume off in the
basement of Lord Hall at the Maine Campus.
THE BANGOR
SKI RACK
MAINE SQUARE • BANGOR, MAINE
New owners Jeff and Debbie Peet
cordially invite you to their
GRAND REOPENING
OCTOBER 11th, 12th and 13th
ebrr4 in and register for door prizes which will
include a pair of Alpine skis, a complete
cross country ski package and skiing accessories.
This will conclude our pre-season sale.
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V en
ice in the spring enchants. So I discovered
while sitting at a cafe alongsisIsa
table wu 
nWo
Is beneath an uti I entered on a
white tablecloth with rest ery along the edges.
1 held a glass.
A gondola passed, powered by a slender man pok-
ing with a to
water ripp IIQ. I
too early to look at anything n
catch up on my sleep.
The night before had been an interesting one. 
I
d where my nameless friends were now,
he previous day shopping throughout
arkets and canopied shops dot-
ts. The American dollar ex-
changed favorably with Italian lira, creating ba
rgains
unmatched in other cities I visited durin
g my
vacation.
I found gifts for everyone—leather gloves, porcel
ain
dolls, pants and shoes—all at a fraction of w
hat I
would pay in the states.
Around lunchtime I stopped at a small bakery, t
ired
from all the shopping, but not really hungr
y. I paid
for a roll and a cup of cappuccino and sat by
 the win-
dow, placing my packages in an empty seat.
Sitting alone at the table next to me was a sm
all-
built man who looked about my age. (At twenty year
s
old I had a hard time classifying myself, or a
nyone
else unsalaried and in college, a man.) He had 
soft
features that contrasted the heavy layers 
of clothes
he wore. I thought he was a backpacker.
When he asked me how I was and if I lived a
round
Venice I was startled. He spoke English, bu
t with a
thick accent unlike any I had heard before
-.
I told him I was an American and visiting t
he city.
He was from New Zealand, named Wayne, a
nd travel-
ing by train throughout Europe. He was lai
d over in
the train station until tomorrow.
When 1 told him my hotel was very near t
he sta-
tion, he invited me to join him and some other
travelers that night at the station.
"Bring a bottle of wine," he said. "I'
m sure
you'll find us, we will be sitting on
 the front
steps."
I left the bakery and struggled with my 
packages
back to the hotel. I was excited about meeti
ng some-
one interested in getting to know me. I want
ed to talk
with people my age throughout Europe to com
plete,'
ly experience each country, taking full adva
ntage of
my time abroad. - ----- -
In my room 1 repacked my suitcase to make
 room
f6r Ifie day's Iftirchases that now threa
tened to
overload it..
After napping and showering 1 went to 
dinner.
Italian restaurants are among the„best and
 I ate an
enormourmeal..The bill was high, but I did
n't mind
paying.
It was nearing iitite'artit,1 bought a quart
 bottle
of Heineken to bring to the station. As
 I walked, a
man, the accordian, 
could faint-
-
eraftellebere in the dark maze of canals,
and buildings that was Venice How bo
sky 1
lin be here. -
the train station steps, huge, wide and
.4:ammo!, that lead up to a long TOw of
 modern glass
doors opening into the station Eig
ht people were
gs an • napsacks lined the windows to
ours, and an array of people sat on
m in varied positions. Four wore hiking boot
s and
layers of flannel, the others, who I later le
arned were
West Germans, wore brightly colored pant
s, baggy
coats and black boots. They all had a little
 wine left
in their bottles. One man with a thick 
Irish accent
was very drunk.
"We'd better leave this bloody hole tomo
rrow,"
he said.
Wayne told me to ignore him, saying he oft
en got
boisterously drunk, but meant no harm. T
hey beig
met him in Paris two mornings ago s
itting alone in
the station. He hetiellitellt*Ittail**0
11lbere and
asked if he could tag aft*. 
-•
"We all travel alone, picking up people
 aiiMiltr'
way," Wayne said. "We're lucky thoug
h, the cops
in Venice are nice and let us sleep here. 
Three nights
ago in France they kicked us out."
I asked him what he did in New Zealand
 and why
he was in Venice. He told me he had a
ttended college
for two years at home, but decided he 
didn't want to
study, graduate, then work a job for the rest of
 his
life. He sold his car, bought a Eurail pass
, and set out
to travel indefinitely with the equivalent
 of two hun-
dred dollars.
!gee Use people I meet along the way t
heallipsegg
•Ilkisuith aishtng, " Wayne said.
I adithed *courage. I told him tha
t 1 too often
felt theme= ins dig I want to do no
thing but travel
to meet people—people who I woul
d never meet
otherwise and who could become impo
rtant in my
life. I want to break the nine to five rut an
d experience
life.
"Why don't you?" Wayne asked.
I took a long drink. The beer was very
 cold and
burned the way good beer does when 
you take too
big a gulp. As I thought about my answ
er, a man who
looked about my age sat next to me. 
He wore orange
pants tucked into black boots, and an ove
rsize jacket.
His hair would ha
America. He *Mit
"I'll trade you som
said. "It's been so Ion
He spoke with dif 6014 I •
asked him
one
"You American.
He told Wayne and I that his parent
s called him
a floater. They told him he would get
 into trouble or
run out of money. He didn't believe 
them until that
morning when he was robbed in a b
reakfast cafe.
"They wouldn't do that to you in Ge
rmany. They
are nice people in Germany. Not like h
ere, I don't like
it here," he said.
He had only a Eurail pass. No money
, nowhere to
stay, no plans to go. I asked him if h
e was worried;
what was he going to do? What could he
 buy to eat?
"Things will work out somehow. Alw
ays do. Pro-
.
11 help me until I get some work. Yes la
m wor-
ried, but I will be alright."
By now it was getting late. Already some 
travelers
were in their sleeping bags. Wayne asked
 me if I
wanted to spend the night in the station. 
I decided
I would to make the evening complete
Before we slept I pulled my West Germ
an friend
aside and gave him the lira I had in my 
wallet. I was
leaving the country soon and he needed 
it more than
It only amounted to about six dollars, bu
t it didn't
seem to matter to him. His face som
ehow softened
as he said, "Is nice, is very nice" He 
smiled, nod-
ded his head and slowly walked away.
I lasted on the floor in a sleeping b
ag for about
an •.ur. It was too hard, too cold, and 
the hotel was
d the corner. I wanted to invite my frien
ds
trinkets and a showiee.-but 1
knew hem pasithir' do
drnian. Nth,
Onew exactly who stayed in his little ho
tel, and no
W.-. ion-people were going to stay t
here.
I took a long look at everyone, aslee
p, curled in
balls in their sleeping bags. Dreamers, 
all of them.
The type of people you didn't often 
meet as an
undergraduate in America.
I walked back to the hotel, wondering 
if they would
be okay. They had no money but it 
didn't matter.
I wondered if it would matter to me.
In my room an opened suitcase lay on 
the floor,
filled with bargains from the morning's
 shopping. I
pushed them under the bed.
newel morning I got up early and r
an to the sta-
tion to see my friends before they left.
 The spread
sleeping bags were gone, only Wayne a
nd his Irish
companion, who now was hungover
, remained.
Wayne said the travelers, including my 
West German
friend, left on an early morning train 
to Brussels.
None of them had been there, but it so
unded like a
nice place to go.
Wayne. hurriedly packed his knapsack. 
He had a
train to Florence to catch. No real sche
dule or destina-
tion, but urgency nonetheless. After 
he tied the sack
he pulled me aside and gave me his
 address.
"You know, if you ever break away and
 wind up
in New Zealand for a while, look me
 up," he said.
toward the loading gate marked "Dest
ine-
ur different languages.
ur life Do what you want
u happy, " Wayne said
the streets,
thinking o t e re res mg people I m
et. They didn't
know when they. would eat their next 
meal. It didn't
matter.
Sitting at a canal-side cafe, surrounded
 by white,
round tables and flowing waterways, t
he previous
evening seemed like a dream. The waiter
 brought the
check for my drink. Yes, it was easy to d
ream of liv-
ing my life while enjoying Italy's best.
As I walked up to pay the cashier, I re
alized the
two didn't go together, and wondered wh
ich I would
choose. Nausea overcame me when I paid t
he cashier
5000 lira and realized it was too late I 
had already
chosen.
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Gays at UMO
No need to hide, nowhere to go
by Ed Carroll and Doug Watts
photos by Leon Kouyoumjian
The UMO campus can b
e a tough place for homosexuals to live. It is con-
sidered a straight, even homophobic atmosphere, where gay people say
they feel pressure to either conform or pay the penalties of being iden-
tified with a small minority.
John Filgas and Diane Matthews, both members of the Wilde-St
ein Club, the homosexual sup-
port group on campus, said attempts to hide their sexuality fr
om the people around them were
,frustrating and did not prevent social isolation and harassment. Filga
s said gay friends living on
campus would fake dates, or explain their lack of attraction to wome
n by saying "I have a girlfriend
at home," or "I just got over a really emotional relationship." He said the hiding include
s not
being able to have gay friends in dorm rooms at all, and carefully scre
ening mail to filter out gay
or lesbian publications. ,
Matthews, who gave up pretending to
be heterosexual while still living on cam-
pus, said, "You hide because you don't
want to get beat up, you don't want to
have food thrown at you in the cafeteria.
When you walk into the shower, and
three women say, 'Oh my God, she's in
here, we have to leave,' it makes you
feel a little strange."
"I had guys come pounding my door
down at two in the morning, walk in and
verbally harass me with drunken
obscenities, flipping the lights on and
off, and I couldn't do anything. I wasn't
about to get up out of bed and ask them
to leave. so I had to just stay there,"
Matthews said.
Filgas said, "There's always a nagging
doubt that some of these things might
happen, so I'd better watch my
behavior."
They said it's hard to find other peo-
ple that are gay on campus, because
there is no openly gay social life fol,.
them, so through the Wilde-Stein they
trx to reach those who don`finlow there's
a gay group on campus. They said they
find moral support in numbers, by
discovering, "Yes, I'm not the only
one."
"It's difficult until you tap into the
network—and then you're all set. There
are still people struggling by themselves,
thinking they're the only one on campus
that's gay," Matthews said.
Filgas and another Wilde-Steinmember, Lois, described the pro-
blems they had realizing that they differ
from the social norm. They consider it
a continuous struggle to come out of the
closet; explaining, without excusing,
their sexuality to those close to them. "I
went through pretty much a year of hell,
trying to figure out, 'Lois, what are you
doing? You're not supposed to like this.
This isn't supposed to be right, you
aren't supposed to be happy with
another woman. What is this, lesbian?
No, that can't be you. Middle class
America, honor student, the whole hit.
Something's wrong. ' It took a lot of
soul-searching, and a lot of crying, just
to figure out who I was and what I
wanted. To come to grips and say 'Yes.
I'm happy with it.
"Some people repress it entirely,"
Filgas said. "I guess I knew, I just never
wanted to deal with it, so I simply
repressed it. I went out with women.
tried to be real 'on the make' all the time
Trying to be heterosexual all the time. l
guess deep, deep down inside I knew I
was really fooling myself, like if I keep
this up long enough it will sink in."
Lois said. "I look back...I went out
with guys, and I had a good time, it was
fun, but I never was really into the dating
scene I was never into 'lets go out, lets
have a boyfriend and go steady." That
was never really appealing to me"
"You find women attractive; you find
them sexually exciting; you enjoy their
company. I like women for the same
reasons you do. Why I am homosexual.
I have no idea. I really don't think it
makes any difference, I'm very happy
with it."
To talk about sexuality at all is stillcause for tension, so discussing
sexuality which deviates from the norm
is understandably difficult. Filgas said
this is the reason coming out as a
homosexual is so hard, and the reason
it is a continuous process, rather than a
single act. While he has come out to
family and friends, Filgas said bets still
not as open as he would like to be
"I'm constantly coming out as a gay
man. Anybody new in my life, who!
want to know any real part of me, I wan;
them to know this," he said.
Lois said she wasn't ready to have her
last name published; that the interview
itself "is a big step for me, as far as W
ing out."
"Why don't I want my name used? Si
Pierre Go ahead and put it in there Thu
is a huge step. There are professors, who
I'm well established with, who don't
know that I am gay. They're people who
I respect a lot, and I fear losing their
respect; fear losing respect for them,
because they will react differently to me
If they are homophobic about it, that's
going to cause me to lose respect for
them. These are people who I admire
That's going to be difficult."
"It's been about a year since I really
decided yes, this is really what I want,
it's worth a lot of the hassles that I'm
going to have to face for the life I want,
to live the life that's going to make me
happy, to share my life with somebody
that I love. Yes, it's another woman. Well
that's fine, I don't think of the sex of the
other person, it's the person," St.
Pierre said.
Filgas, Matthews and St. Pierre said
most intolerance toward homosexuals is
based on ignorance. misunderstandings,
and misinformation levelled at them by
elements of society who want them to
conform. These factors combine to form
the stereotypical homosexual in the
minds of the straight population. •
They said that although oppression of
gays and lesbians is deep-rooted in
American society, from the teachings of
their parents to advertisements, it is also
teaching which can dispel the myths of
stereotypical homosexual characteristics.
"I think most of the homophobic
responses stem from misinformation
about what homosexuality means. It's
not child abuse. It's certainly not
recruiting for five-year-olds. That's
ridiculous," Matthews said.
"Look at magazine ads, TV ads, TV
programs, it's never talked about,"
Filgas said. "When I was growing up, my
parents never talked about being gay. be-
ing lesbian, or evek mentioned that such
in thing existed. AI by not talking about
something, there's a fear that
with that. That it's so horri
can't talk about it."
They said some of
stereotypes include limp-v
feminate men who are well-d
blow-cleyed hair and speak
bull-dyke women with shot
hate men.
They also said the prey&
are that most homosexuals
lesbians are feminists, and h,
iv can be equated with pro
"The term lesbian is con
n to emphasize the fact tt
homosexual women," St.
-Women are left out of thin,
just another example."
"Not all feminists are le
not all lesbians are femi
said. "They are tied toget
they both recognize °ppm
are many, many feminists v
Iy homophobic. They wan
women, but they don't war
them that much."
Filgas said the idea hom
more promiscuous than he
not true
"There's a lot of talk abs
ual, Flaunting it. If you Ion
tic heterosexual every
therywhere. People don't re
because it's an accepted no
deal because that's the was
people don't consider it fl
if you see two men or two
ing down the street, holdi
even walking too close tt
don't even have to be exhib
contact, that's flaunting.
it in your own home,'" F
"You don't have to toles
as. You don't have to say,
cool,' just let us alone
walking down the str
hands."
The killing of Charlehomosexual, by thr
Bangor on July 7 has brou
non of gay rights to the
Maine in particular, and •
in general.
From this incident rose'
of radically different vies
crime, the victim, his assail
the victim's homosexual
contributed to the ir
Unitarian Universalist
Bangor, and its pastor R
came out in support of g
rights and for prosec
suspects. The Bangor Art
Straight Coalition was lot
of the killing, and is nos
ble role in local politics
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something, there's a fear that goes along
with that. That it's so horrible that we
can't talk about it."
They said some of the other
stereotypes include limp-wristed, ef-
feminate men who are well-dressed, have
blow-dryed hair and speak softly, and
bull-dyke women with short hair who
hate men.
They' also said the prevailing beliefs
are that most homosexuals are men, all
lesbians are feminists, and homosexuali-
ty can be equated with promiscuity
.
-The term lesbian is coming into it's
own to emphasize the fact that there are
homosexual women." St. Pierre said.
"Women are left out of things, and that's
just another example."
-Not all feminists are lesbians, and
not all lesbians are feminists," sh
e
said. "They are tied together because
they both recognize oppression. Ther
e
are many, many feminists who are real
-
!, homophobic. They want to liberat
e
,omen. but they don't want to liberate
'hers- that much."
Filgas said the idea homosexuals are
Tore promiscuous than heterosexuals is
not true.
-There's a lot of talk about homosex-
ual, flaunting it. If you look at the ads,
heterosexual everywhere...it's
neryw here. People don't really notice it
because it's an accepted norm, it's no big
deal because that's the way it all is, and
people don't consider it flaunting. Bu
t
if you see two men or two women walk
-
lng down the street, holding hands, or
even walking too close together, they.
don't even have to be exhibiting physical
contact, that's flaunting. It's like, 'Kee
p
it in your own home, Filgas said.
"You don't have to tolerate us; accept
us. You don't have to say, 'yeah, that
's
cool,' just let us alone when we're
walking down the street holding
hands."
The killing of Charles Howard, ahomosexual, by three youths in
Bangor on July 7 has brought the ques-
tion of gay rights to the attention o
f
Maine in particular, and Ness England
in general.
From this incident rose the expression
of radically different viewpoints of th
e
crime the victim, his assailants, and ho
w
the victim's homosexuality may have
contributed to the incident. Th
e
Unitarian Universalist Church 
of
Bangor, and its pastor Richard Forcier
,
came out in support of gay and lesbia
n
rights and for prosecution of th
e
suspects. The Bangor Area Gay 
Lesbian
Straight Coalition was formed as a resul
t
of the killing, and is now taking a visi-
ble role in local politics and opinion.
John Filgas knew Charles Howar
d
and they frequently "compared notes"
about their lives. He said of when h
e
heard of Howard's death, "A friend call
-
ed me, and he told me Charlie wa
s
murdered and I couldn't believe it.
 "-
"I know that kind of harassment ha
p-
pens. It just seemed to bring it home.
And it wasn't as if he was walking i
n
some back alley, he was on friggin' S
tate
Street," Filgas said.
The personal effects of the killing o
n
local gay and lesbian people cap.only b
e
estimated. Filgas said he has re
curring
dreams about the killing and said h
e
hates going past the site of the killin
g,
" because it reminds me of wha
t hap-
pened,"
Lois St. Pierre said of the killing, 
"It
brought it very close to home. It m
ade
it very personal to me." She 
said
demonstrations such as the candleligh
t
protest march held after the killing wer
e
vital to public awareness of the crime
.
"If there was never a march an
d
nobody ever made anything of it, 
it
wstuld be forgotten, it wouldn't be a
n
issue," Si. Pierre said.
Filgas said of his and others' decision
to risk persecution and speak out against
the killing, "I'll be damned if I'm going
to let anyone drive me back into the
closet,"
In response to the sudden media
coverage and subsequent public discus-
sion of the killing, a coalition compos-
ed largely of fundamentalist Christian
churches began to speak out against
what they perceived to be a growing ac-
ceptance of homosexual lifestyles. The
group, which includes the influential
Rev. Herman C. Frankland, contends the
majority of the public does not accept
homosexuality.
Leaders of 10 Bangor area Protestant
churches recently complained to the
Bangor Daily News editorial staff that
"a vocal minority of homosexual ac-
tivists was exploiting the drowning of
Charles Howard, and that moo Bangor
residents oppose liberal attitudes towaid
homosexuality."
One of the ministers, Roger Tracy of
-the Ohio Street Evangelical Covenant
Church in Bangor said, "Howard was
killed because he made sexual advances
to one of those guys. He was in fact try-
ing to disciple them. Homo,exuals are ,
very active in trying to convert pesple to
their way and into their "
Filgas and St. Pierre said supposit.ons
that Howard provoked the incident by
his actions were groundless. The only
possible provocation, they said, was the
fact that Howard was a homosexual.
They said Howard was not the kind of
person who would make advances to so-
meone he did not know.
Diane Matthews said, "The gay com-
munity is not pushing for the straigh
t
community to change as far as sexua
l
preference, but more so in attitude
s
toward homosexuals."
Tracy said of these assertions, "Their
practice does not show that. If Cha
rlie
doesn't go out and sexually abuse the
se
kids they have no reason to jump him.
The fact of the matter is he ins
tigated
it by making sexual advances toward
 one
of them."
On Sept. 14, Judge David M. Cox 
rul-
ed the defendants would be trie
d as
juveniles rather than adults.
Filgas said, "Part of me wants to
 see
them tried as juveniles and part as
adults. There isn't any concrete 
solu-
tion."
On Oct. 1, the three youths, S
hawn
Mabry, Daniel Ness, and James Bai
nes
pleaded guilty to one count each
 of
manslaughter. On Oct. 5 the three d
efen-
dants were sentenced to the Maine 
Youth
Center for an "indeterminate period
 en-
ding no later than June 28, 1988
," the
date of Daniel Ness' 21st birthd
ay.
Filgas said they. needed to be wis
h--
ed. "This is intolerable behavior. It 
must
not be allowed to happen again
."—
Tracy said the youths' actions 
were
way out of line, "They had no 
reason to
lay a hand on him. What they d
id was
wrong. You just don't kill people if they
be homosexuals or whatever the
y are."
Filgas said he was very surprised th
e
three got any time at all. "I ex
pected
them to get something like pro
bation
and a week without TV."
Filgas equated not speaking 
out
against the killing with condonin
g it.
"By not saying anything, the implica
tion
is that it's OK. And it's not OK
."
Lois St. Pierre said by not speakin
g
out, "it would be, 'so what, a gay 
man
was killed in Bangor,' nobody wo
uld
care. You have to be heard."
Filgas said he gets angry, "when I hea
r
Charlie Howard jokes that are suppos-
ed to be really funny."
"How a person can joke about
another person dying, being murdered
,
lynched, whatever you want to call it, 
is
beyond me."
- "Maybe
they'll go
somewhere else."
Bangor's fundam
entalist clergy
criticize homosexuals and their
lifestyles on religious grounds,
primarily by citing Biblical scriptures
which, they say, describe homosexuality
as being unnatural and perverse.
By using the same Christian texts,
other clergy, including Rev. Richard For-
der of the Unitarian Church in Bangor
,
contend the Bible preaches acceptance
and tolerance of homosexuals.
Rev. Roger 11-acy said homosexuality,
according to the Bible, is a perversio
n
and a "deviation from what is normal,
right and good. "
Tracy backed this up by citing the
Biblical account of God's destruction o
f
the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah a
s
being caused by God's "disgust" wit
h
homosexuality.
John Filgas asked, "If gays and les-
bians are supposed to be the downfal
l of
the human race, why are we still here
?
There have been gay and lesbian pe
ople
in every cultum "
Tracy said the question of whethe
r
homosexuality is forbidden by the Bible
is clear.
"We're not talking about deep
theological issues here We're talki
ng
about basic morality. It's pretty difficu
lt
to misunderstand the word 'no.
While Ttacy contends it is impossible
to be both a practicing homosexual an
d
a Christian, John Filgas and Lois
 St.
Pies-re see it differently.
St. Pierre said if someone believes 
in
the Bible and the ethics of Christia
nity
while also confirming their hawses,
-
uality, "they have a real hard time recon
-
ciling those two feelings, those 
two
things that they've grown up with."
Rig= said, "It also really depends
on which branch of Christianity,
 and
even then, with the particular ministe
r,
Or priest, Or whoever's personal 
opi-
nion. "
11-acy's personal opinion however,
 is
that homosexuality is a sin and sin
ners
must repent to avoid going to hell. Go
d
is not tolerant of homosexuals, he s
aid,
"it's simply an untruth. "
"God doesn't accept homosexuality.
God doesn't accept sin. And the chu
rch
shouldn't either," Tracy said.
Another major contrast between the
fundamentalists and what they call th
e
"liberal church" is the question of
whether homosexuality can or should be
"cured." Rev. Tracy asserts a homosex-
ual lifestyle is "unfulfilling" and "gays
are not happy people" He sees his
purpose is "to do anything in my power
to convince them into a real, fulfilling
relationship."
Lois St.Pierre said while she doesn't
know why she's a homosexual, "I really
don't think it makes any difference why.
I'm happy with it."
Tracy said homosexuals should be
"cured" twatice "They're not part of
mainstream society. They've departed
vastly from what God intended them to
be."
Filgas contends this attitude is aimed
more toward achieving conformity in
society than a concern for homogenous'
welfare
"The implication is if we can find out
what the cause of this is, then we can
control it and we can cure it, and we can
make it go away. Then we can make
everybody just like everybody else"
The fact that homogocuals are a
minority in society leads to the question
of whether their struggle for acceptance
and equality can be paralleled with that
of blacks, hispanics, and other
minorities. "Gay rights are civil'
rights," Filgas said. "Job security is a
real big issue To be fired at the whim
of an employer, because a person is say,
or lesbian is really akin to firing so-
meone because you're a black, a wanton,
or a Puerto Rican. There's no protec-
tion. "
Macy sa,d a parallel between the civil
rights movement and the gay rights
movement, "is • crock."
"My position comes from the scrip-
tures. Nowhere does it say it's wroaS So
be a woman. Nowhere does it say it's
wrong to be a black. But I think the Bi-
ble's pretty clear that homosecualky is
a sin."
Although Tracy said homosexuals
have the same civil rights as worse else,
he said when • minority "inftiospar sas
the majority, something must be 'dote
"I think the rights of that majority
need to be expressed and need to be
followed. If people don't like that, then
maybe they'll go somewhere else,"
Tracy said.
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Modern Horror, part II
By 1960, American InternationalPictures knew they'd have to act
fast in order to break Hammer's hold
on the horror movie market. Ex-
ecutive Producers Sam Arkoff and
James Nicholson took a gamble—
they would financeen epic film bas-
ed on one of Edgar Allen Poe's short
stories, "The Fall of the House of
Usher" The gamble paid off in a
big way: "House of Usher" made
millions.
Directed by studio hack Roger Cor-
man, the movie was a lush rendering
of the Poe classic, with shock
elements thrown in for good measure.
The film benefited from the hammy
presence of Vincent Price, who was
soon to become the top horror star of
the Sixties. AIP, never one to let a
trend slip by, had what they needed
to compete with Hammer. Several
more Poe spectaculars were schedul-
ed, and the studio proceded to rake
in buck after buck: -
As the Sixties dress to a close, the
public was losing interest in Ham-
mer's Dracula and AIP's Poe. The
market was once again wide open.
George Romero, an independent film-
maker from Pittsburgh, had just what
the doctor ordered: a little black and
white cheapie called "Night of the
Living Dead." (1968).
If Hammer had broken one tabboo
in showing blood, Romero took the
rest and trounced them. His film was
a simple tale of zombies on the prowl,
but it went beyond the fantasy
elements of its contemporaries.
"Night of the Living Dead" was
realistic, sometimes gruesomely so.
These zombies weren't cartoon figures
from some south sea isle, they were
cannibals. And their (castings were
filmed' in loving detail. Drive-in au-
diences gaped as screen zombies
fought over human livers, hearts, and
other assorted organs. From that mo-
ment on, cinematic horror would
never be the same; if a film didn't
have "action" (i.e. blood and guts), it
just wasn't worth the price of
admission.
The Seventies reflected the increas-
ing public taste for violence in a series
of blockbuster horror films. The
decade opened with Vincent Price's
"The Abontidable Dr. Phibes," an
elegant revenge story played with
tongue firmly in cheek. A sequel,
"Dr. Phibes Rises Again." was
released in 1972, but to less en-
thusiasm. The mixture of satire and
horror elements was difficult to take,
and today "Dr. Phibes" is
remembered chiefly for one thing: It
was the first film to capitalize on the
technique commonly referred to as
the "creative death."
Perhaps the best-known creative
death films are ',Ile Omen" (I
and its two sequels, "Damien: Omen
II," and "The Final Conflict."
While the theme connecting these
filins was the rise and fall of the anti-
Christ, they devoted considerable
screen time to dispatching victims.
Where else could you see peopl
e
hanged, decapitated, speared. elec-
trocuted, poisoned, crushed, and
burned to death, all in fantastic and
unusual ways? Victims were shown
being killed in slow motion (the
photographer's decapitation in "The
Omen" comes to mind), blood
splashing, screams reaching ear-
piercing levels. The creative death syn-
. -ome had its nadir with the release
L.,. "Friday, the 13th" in 1980, a "slice
and dice" melodrama that broke box-
office records in its first week.
The most popular horror film ofthe Seventies (and, for that mat-
ter, all time) was "The Exorcist"
(1973). Taken from William Peter
Blatty's novel of the same name, "The
Exorcist" scared the pants off of
millions and made the Devil a hot
property. Essentially, the film harken-
ed back to the morality themes of the
Thirties; only evil was never this bad
before. Devil possession suddenly'
seemed like a very real possibility.
Other films that kept viewers scream-
ing for more throughout the Seven-
ties included "Alien," "Dawn of
the Dead" (a sequel to "Night"), "In-
yasion of the Body Snatchers,"
and, of course, "Jaws. "the ultimate
monster movie.
The horror film of the Eighties
belongs to the independent pro-
duceridirector. "Halloween," a 1978
exercise in slasher-mania, sparked the
current interest in "splatter," or
"let's see what happens when victim
meets mad killer." There have been
so many splatter films since "Hallo-
ween's" release that it would be futile
to list them here. All have one
common-denominator: a psycho and
a group of hapless innocents, usual-
ly teenagers (and those who aren't
that innocent are always the first to
die). One by one they are drilled,
stabbed, decapitated, hacked, or
chainsawed to death. The
characterizations are one-
dimensional, and the viewer feels lit-
tle sympathy when the murderer
strikes. -Social commentary aside,
splatter lacks imagination and is ap-
parently on the wane. There are, after
all, only so many ways to hack a
person.
What's next for the horror film?
Your guess is as good as mine. If the
success of last summer's "Ghost-
busters" is any indication, films with
horrific elements will continue to in-
trigue the public. The face of the hor-
ror film may Change, but its appeal
is here to bay.
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Heart Healthy Recipe
BEEF MANICOTTI
1 10-ounce package frozen leaf 2 table
spoons oil (1 tablespoon
spinach otrve oil. 1 
tablespoon oil)
1 clove garlic. minced 1 pound le
an ground round
1 medium onion, chopped . 2 teaspoon 
oregano
freshly ground black pepper
Cook spinach according to package directions
 Drain and press water
Iron spinach Chop wito large pieces
Saute garlic and onion in 2 tablespoons of oil 
for a few minutes
Brown the ground meat breaking it up with a fork
 Drain oft tat Acid
seasonings and spinach Set aside
Sauce:
I clove garlic minced
1 large onion, chopped
2 tablespoons oil (1 tablespoon
Olive oil 1 tablespoon oil)
2cap chopped fresh parsley
2 16-ounce cans Italian plum
tomatoes
1 6-ounce can tomato paste
1 6-ounce can tomato sauce
cup red wine
1 teaspoon basil leaves
freshly ground black pepper
To make the sauce saute garlic and onion in 2 tablesp
oons of the oil
until sort but not browned
Add all other ingredients Stir and simmer uncovere
d tor 20 to 30
minutes. or until thickened
Pasta:
12 large manicotti shells
1 cup low-fat cottage cheese or ricotta (made from partially skimme
d
milk)
Parboil 12 large manicotti shells until soft but not limp Dr
ain Stuff
with meat and spinach mixture.
Orb a shallow casserole dish and pour a little of the sauce in the
bottom Arrange shells in rows in the baking dish tilling spa
ces between
*nth extra meat sauce Spread cottage cheese over the to
p Pour over
the rest of the sauce and bake at 350 F for 20 minutes or until 
bubbly
Yield 6 servings Approx caliserv 520
Head Healthy Recipes are Irom the Third Edition al the American 1
-teart
Assoc,ation Cookbook Copyr,gbi c 1973, 1975 1979 by the Amencan
 Heart
Associabon. Inc
x American Heart
NrAssocialion
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the vinyl solution
General Public
'All the Rage"
(I.R.S. Record.(
Former members of the English Beat David
Wakeling and Ranking Roger have re-created thei
original sounds a bit more romantic
"Tenderness," the
first single off "All
The Rage" has
jumped up both the
rock and soul charts
with equal vigor
displacing veterans
of both genres.
The band has
softened their ska
influence and
generally shaded the
music more toward the American soul sounds of the
late 60's updated with smoother saxophones and
 a
crisper percussive feel.
"Hot You're Cool" could be released as the
 se-
cond single and many college radio stations are gi
v-
ing it substantial airplay despite its risque l
yrics:
"Show me my favorite beauty spot/tie me up in
 a
love knot/boiling over bubbling up/so hot, you
cool." It's sure that General Public will be heard
often around campus.
Wakeling and Roger are ablely joined by ex-Clash
member Mick Jones who contributes his most pop-
concious wire bits ever on wax.
The Ramones
Too Tough to Die
(Sire Records)
The old joke goes: some words do not fit together,
for example: "military" and "intellegen
ce " A
new version might be: "The Ramones" and
 "clean
production." The
first few cuts of
"Too Tough To Die"
are suprising
because of their
cleanliness. It near-
ly reduces the band
to an unpretentious
heavy metal outfit.
"Mama's Boy" is
also so cleanly pro-
duced that it robs
The Ramones of much of their scruff
y reputation.
HAMMES
TOR TOUCH TOUR
Escape to "The Woods':..
Evergreen Apartments—New 1
bedroom fully furnished apartmen
ts
with all utilities included.
Whispering Pines—Luxury 2
bedroom condominium townhou
ses
conveniently located near campu
s.
Models open for inspection.
Call
RI. Realty Management
942-4815
V& 
--
"•••••11,
Have You Seen the
 Salad Bar
at Miller's Res
taurant?
it's «ay $8.95
1U" 10 NGOUS !
More than 200 Hot
 fl Colt Dishes
plus Standing St
eamship Round of B
eef
every evening!
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
...
INCLUDING DESSERT
427 Main Strout. Bang
or
The lyrics sent me looking for the lyric
 sheets to
double check words like "abstract." Th
is is The
Ramones? "I'm Not Afraid Of Life" cont
inues this
production aura plus taking on nuclear b
ombs, bag
ladies, and social commentary; this is a
 long way
from singing about pinheads.
The third cut took me by suprise. "Too 
Tough To
Die" rang of Joey's old style: rough, s
neering, and
flinching. Johnny and DeeDee's guitar a
nd bass sud-
denly reappear in fine form. Hey! It'
s a Ramones
album after all! The instrumental "D
urango 95"
sparks and sizzles with future classic ap
peal. By now
I knew I was listening to a Ramones al
bum. I forgot
the Clockwork Orange-type cover p
hoto, I forgot
the cleaner-than-thou production on 
the first few
cuts, I even forgot the use o
f words like
"abstract."
"Wart Hog" buzzes with early Sex Pisto
ls inten-
sity and boasts lyrics even more obscur
ely mixed
than anything Johnny Rotten ever sp
at out.
"Danger Zone" features a heavy, 
throbbing
bassline that could bring back pogoing an
d displays
Joey and the boys' talents as far as sh
ort and to the
point rock.
"Chasing The Night" and "Daytime Dile
mma"
clock in at an incredable (for the Ramones) fo
ur
minutes plus each! This from the band tha
t made
one minute songs a staple of alternative musi
c. With
street sounds and Ramonie backing vocals
 aboun-
ding this may signal writing growth in the
 band.
"Howling At The Moon (sha-la-la)," "Planet
Earth 1988," "Human Kind," "Endless
 Vaca-
tion," and "No Go" round out the al
bum by
covering Ventures style guitar solos, girls in 
trouble,
honky took pianos, shout-a-long choruses,
 thrash
numbers, and even mid-Fifties chord progre
ssions.
Danny Bra yall
Oct. 12 & 13
Fri. & Sat
$1 cover
To encourage driver safety Barstan's is 
offering 25. non-alcoholic beve
rages to any
person who identifies trim or herself as an ope
rator of a vehicle
Seniors!!
Will Be Shot On Sight...
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
campus Monday Oct. 22 - Friday
Nov. 9 to shoot senior portraits.
Sign up EARLY for your
appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union
Sittings are
FREE
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INTRODUCING
THE BOSE®
UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM.
Music for U of M Students, Faculty, and Staff.
of our byes revci es arouno music v%ie. 'sten tot cance to it, even exerc setio it 
for the past
decade Bose has brought the excitement of live perf
ormances into homes around tne world
It all began with a 12-year research program n acoustics a
t MIT under the oirection of Dr Bose This
led to the formation of Bose Corporation And four years
 later to the
design of the 901 Direct/Reflecting speaker system—now th
e most
highly reviewed speaker regardless of size Or price
Th6 founder of Bose: all from the field of science deuNded that B
ose
would reinve. 100 percent of its earnings back into theC-CiTCrati
ronto
maintain the research that was responsbie for the birth of the
 901
logospeake, This has resuleci in a complete line of speakers
 suited for
every listening taste and every budget
•The New Mersc
And now the company
which owes its origin to university research is proud to
bring the products of this research directly to the univer
-
sity community
Through a unique program. our complete tine of stereo
speakers is available to students. faculty' and staff
directly from Bose
Its well known that the loudspeaker more than apy other
component. determines the quality of music you hear
from your stereo system So whether you're buying your
first system or upgrading your present one theoath to
better sound is through better loudspeakers B
ose Dec Retiec:ing Speake•B ee,
-
Your udent representative will be happy to give you full
details of the program and lend you a pair of Bose
speakers so that you can hear the difference in your
own listening roOrti
Lets hear from you We like talking to people who
miSc
U of M Student Representative:
Ted Niblett 581-4523
Better sound through research
ie came across my office floor reaking of danger and with a slip 
of paper in her
hand with my name on it. She was blonde. A little too blonde, m
aybe. She said,
"Nick, I'm in danger and I'm blonde, maybe a little too blond
e "
Bad fiction we got plenty of....
send us good stuff.
verbatim, Suite 7A
So you don't forget, do it before midnight tonight.
DON'T DIE Of
EMBARRASSMENT.
It starts_qinte innocently: you ,on.
vince .elorself the symptoms aren t se
Mous. 'Si' if you sought inedicaThelp
you'd just look foohsh, And later its
too late.
Each year 354intin Americans die
. fron1 heart- attacks before reaching rh
hospital. Often after a deadly. un-
necessan• &lay. In fact. the average
victim waits iser three hours bekirc
consulting a dolor Because he
doesn't realize what his.symptoins
mean. And he ibiesn't want to seem
111eiss:, learn the ikvammg--signils
a heart attack.-And. 1 vim experience
any 5 them, get help. Call a pan,
medic at once. Or. if vim can get to an
emergent'y swim faster anither way.
• do r, Without a second thought. -
After all. saving face means .nothing
cirmeared to saving your lite,
WARNING SIGNALS OF A
HEART ATTACK
I . uncomMrtahle pressure, full-
nesS. squeezing Of pain in the
center of yimr chest behind the
breastbone.
2. The sensation may spread to
your shoulders. neck or arms. If
it lasts for two minutes or mint,
you could he having a heart
attack.
3. Severe pain, dizziness. fainting.
• 
sweating. nausea it shortness of
breath may also occur, but are
not always present.
Pc-4-1'INC; P7,17
, American Heart
Association
41E11111
ISN'T
ALWAYS
THE BEST
. Birth defects are
our nation's number.
one child health
problem. You can
help prevent them.
Support the
March o
on 
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Freecbm of
enterraise
To the editor.
1 would like to comment on Stephen
R. Macklin's editorial titled "Realize
Government Role' printed in the
October 10 edition of the Maine
Campus.
I agree fully with Mr. Macklin's views
presented in about the first half of the
article. I believe, as he does, that govern-
ment can do no more or less than pro-
vide a relatively safe and stable environ-
ment for people. The rest, in many cases,
is up to the individual. The kind of
thinking present in the rest of the
editorial, however, is potentially
dangerous, regressive, and ridiculous.
Mr. Macklin wrote: "The job of the
government, any government, is to pro-
vide for security from external threats,
and to protect the rights of individuals
within the nation. " Later, he called
for an amendment to the Bill of Rights:
"Congress shall make no law abridging
the freedom of enterprise. " I have no
argument with the first statement, but
feel that the proposed amendment is an
obvious contradiction.
Qualities of
ResLife
To the editor:
While I didn't read your commentary
on R.L.. I did read Scott htarsters'.
criticisms. Unfortunately. I found little
substance in what Scott had to say. And
while 1 don't intend to list all the "good
aspects" of R.L., I would like to he
lp
him and others understand some of h
is
criticisms.
Constructive criticism is a super thing
but, I believe it would be a lot more
beneficial if we offered some solutio
ns
Conunentary
Response
Should not governmental protection
of an individual's rights encompass the
field of free enterprise? Before we go off
on a nostalgic, flag-waving trip into the
good old days of little or no governmen-
tal intervention, let's reconsider. Some
governmental restrictions (with regard
not only to free enterprise but other
areas as well) are absolute necessities to
insure that everyone has equal protection
under the law.
Individuals were subject to fewer
regulations in the past and in general
were free to do as they pleased: free to
establish monopolies, infringe upon the
rights of children, set their own wage
scales (if any), discriminate against
women and minorities, and in general
s.aplement labor practices barbaric by
today's standards.
I am neither Republican or Democrat,
liberal or conservative. 1 believe changes
are necessary wherever and whenever the
government's hand of guidance or ad-
monishment forms a stranglehold, suf-
focating the rights of the individual. Let
us not, however, downplay or attempt to
abolish the genuine advances that
government has implemented over the
last 200 years.
Steve Bogdanowicz
UMO
or alternatives before we all dumped on
what we have at present.
1.) Alcohol Policies. The state drink-
ing age is 20 (nowk R.L. does not "im-
pose" the "rule" on anayone. R.L.
adheres to state law that is passed on to
"them" by the state legislature. By the
way, while the interpretation of the
policies may have changed, I assure you,
Scott, the rules have remained the same.
Perhaps we should direct our frustration
elsewhere.
2.)R.A:s. One of the interesting tasks
of the R.A. is to enforce school policy.
This occasionally involves "writing
up" the individual who violates other.
students' rights or doesn't follow the
common sense policies — a matter of
Hunters should realize
all life is valuable
To the editor:
I'm writing this letter in opposition to
the annual hunting season.
1 am a vegetarian, so I am not being
hypocritical by opposing hunting. I
believe that every living thing has a right
to live and has a purpose in life other
than to serve humans.
Hunters kill animals in the name of
managemenr But by this
"management:' humans are only in-
terfering with nature. Hunters use
habitat manipulation to increase the
number of animals that they wish to
hunt. To do this, hunters cut or burn
large areas of forest to create large clear-
ings that can be planted with lowgrosving
browse to benefit "game" animals. This
greatly helps the "game" animals, but
many "non-game" animals such as owls
and woodpeckers are now endangered
because their homes have been burned
or razed.
Hunters say that they need to hunt to
keep down the overpopulation of
animals. But it has been proven that
common courtesy. Some R.A!s decide to
leave the position when they realize they
are turning their back to violations. I
hope, Scott, you are not defining a good
R.A. as one who doesn't enforce school
policy.
3.) Heating. Did you ever take the time '
to understand why your room was 90
degrees and other rooms were freezing?
Did you ever write a letter to have the
problem corrected? Perhaps it would be
more constructive as opposed to writing
to complain.
Fraternity Parties. Students are
students no matter where they live.
Everyone must abide by the Student
Conduct Code. Having local bars or
businessmen catering parties sounds like
hunting increases the birth-rate in deer.
More females are impregnated and give
birth to more twin fawns as a result of
hunting. This causes the overpopulation
problem that the hunters claim to
prevent.
Hunters claim that they are needed as
predators since they have already killed
off natural predators like mountain lions
and wolves. However the role of the
natural predator is to disperse deer and
to keep the gene pool strong by catching
and killing only the weak, old, and
genetically defective animals; ones that
probably would not live very long
anyway. But the human predator does
his utmost to pick out the strongest and
healthiest animals in the herd.
As Albert Schweitzer said: -Man can
no longer live for himself alone. We must
realize that all life is valuable and that
we are united to all life From this
knowledge comes our spiritual relation-
ship with the universe,"
Nancy Hey
317 Estabrooke Hall
a good idea if it'll lower costs. Why not?
I'm sure you've brought it up and receiv-
ed an answer. No?
5.) Food. Cooking for 1200 people is
not an easy job. The people at Wells do
an excellent job. Did you ever make any
suggestions? Bring in a recipe?
6.) Parental Attitude. Yes, we all learn
from our mistakes. I'm not sure it's right
that we make them, ignorantly, at the ex-
pense of others.
I hope I helped your understanding
and raised some questions for you,
Scott. Stop by anytime you want to chat.
Andrew Jones
Wells Complex
I went to the Bears' Den last 
Friday evening and
had a great time! Everyone w
as dancing to the
group. Montage_ When I returne
d to the dorm 1 told
people on my section that the
y ought to go and
dance on Saturday night. I the
n remembered that
these people are under 20 ye
ars old, and are not
allowed into the Den after meal
 time. I do not
understand how Residential Life ca
n run the Bears'
Den and the dorms in such an 
inconsistent way.
There is a huge double standard
 here that I feel
should be uncovered.
Residential Life portrays itself as an 
organization
concerned with alcohol use and a
buse on campus.
especially in the residence halls. It 
publishes an in-
tensive amount of literature about 
alcohol, its use
and abuse, where to find help, as wel
l as party plan-
ning tips and recipes for exotic, n
onalcoholic drinks.
Furthermore, Residential Life offe
rs many alcohol
awareness programs and e
mphasizes Alcohol
Awareness Week, and even publishe
s alcohol quizzes
in the Maine Campus. However, 
Residential Life
does not provide a place where 
underage people can
have fun, outside the dorm.
My last visit to the Bears' Den mad
e me think
about some great conflicts and 
inconsistencies of
Residential Life. The Bears' Den 
does not permit
anyone under 20 years old into. 
what I will refer to
as the "fun area." after dinner is 
served. That is
the part where all of the talking, danci
ng, and drink-
ing takes place. Needless to say, 
not many people
sit an the outskirts and watch enviousl
y at those who
No fun at theDen
are having a good time. The reason underaged
 peo-
ple cannot go into the "fun area" -is because
 they
cannot drink alcohol legally. Why is all of the
 em-
phasis placed on alcohol? Underaged people enjoy
dancing, listening to the band, and socializing
. By
putting up the age barrier, people are told th
at in
order to have fun at the Den, one must be 20
 years
old, because then they can drink legally. 
It is as
though having a good time can only come afte
r one
is able to drink. Does Residential Life assume
 that
one must drink to do other activities? Or, that
 it is
illegal to dance and throw popcorn when o
ne is
under 20?
An adverse result of this is that underage peop
le
tend to drink alcohol and party in the dorm 
for lack
of other things to do. Residential Life is f
ostering
those activities it is against. It provides a bar whos
e
main emphasis is upon drinking alcohol.
 On the
othor hand, it forbids alcohol use by minors 
in
the dorm, and publishes literature and provides
 help
to those who have alcohol problems. I am no
t say-
ing that if the Bears' Den opened it's door
s to
everyone that the result would be an end to 
party-
ing in the dorms. I am pointing out that ther
e is a
great inconsistency in the philosophy and prac
tices
of Residential Life.
I noticed another interesting fact at the Den l
ast
Friday. After dancing to Montage for a long 
stretch.
I was really thirsty. The only drinks that were 
adver-
tised were beer and wine. Where the heck w
ould
anyone get a Tab or a Diet Coke? I am not a
 real
lazy person. so I went squeezing through the cro
wd
Chiara Hall
to the serving line and bought a Tab. Howeve
r, if
I had been a lazy and thirsty person, I would
 have
rejected the urge for a soda and settled for beer or
wine. The alcoholic beverages are so well adve
rtis-
ed and accessible. The soda was a hassle
 to buy.
While on our dance break, we wanted so
me pop-
corn, which was located way out near the 
door.
Residential Life, as I mentioned, publish
es
guidelines for planning parties when alcohol is
 serv-
ed. TWo guidelines were avoided at the De
n. First,
"serve snacks, so that people do not drin
k on an
empty stomach, particularly foods that act as a
 buf-
fer to alcohol." and second, "serve p
lenty of
nonalcoholic drinks for those who choose n
ot to
drink." I believe Residential Life has some
what
violated its own party guidelines.
I realize that there are is an opportunity to
 turn
a profit carding at the door and advertis
ing only
beer and wine. I only wish that the 40 pe
rcent of
UMO's population, those of us who pay a hefty
 sum
to Residential Life each year, could all en
joy the
Den. There is nothing wrong with hiring a few 
more
workers, serving soft drinks and food and mos
t im-
portantly, carding at the bar. That would pu
t the
emphasis on being 20 years old where it 
belongs,
on those who choose'to drink alcohol, not 
on those
who want to have a good time. After all, a
 person
doesn't have lobe 20 years old to dance, or 
do they?
Chian' Hall is a LIMO junior who enjoys danc-
ing and drinking Tab.
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Senatorial candidates debate heatedly in Orono
ORONO (AP)—Republican incum-
bent William S. Cohen and Democratic
challenger Elizabeth H. Mitchell locked
horns Thursday night in an occasional-
ly heated Senate campaign debate over
economic and defense issues on Maine's
public television network.
Cohen sought to link his challenger to
Democratic presidential nominee,, sug-
gesting both were too quick to turn to
taxes for reducing the federal deficit.
But Mitchell, a state representative
from Vassalboro, challenged Cohen's
domestic concerns and criticized his sup-
port for major Pentagon initiatives,
citing specifically the MX missile.
Moments before the debate began,
Mitchell personally apologized to Cohen
for harsh attacks made on him recently
by a prominent nuclear arms race oppo-
nent campaigning for her in Maine.
Mitchell repeated the apology toward
the end of the hour-long debate, which
was broadcast from the University of
Maine campus in Orono on the Maine
Public Broadcasting Network.
But Mitchell defended the controver-
sial speaker. Dr. Helen Caldicott, as a
"very important spokesperson" who was
"peaking out so strongly because she's
so concerned!'
Cohen, who served three terms in the
U.S. House of Representatives before be-
ing elected to the Senate six years ago,
asked viewers and voters to judge him on
"past performance and future promise'
He said he looked forward to pursu-
ing his "build-down" approach to
nuclear weapons reduction and said
higher taxes as a deficit remedy should
only be a "last resort!'
Mitchell, asserting that the "national
budget reflects our values!' said current
spending policies are "skewed" toward
defense.
She recommended a change of diwc-
tion: "of course no one wants to raise
taxes, but we have to act in the most
responsible way possible" in attacking
the deficit.
Despite the pre-debate olive branch,
the session opened brikkly with recurrent
volleys over an isspeClitchell has made
the centei piece of her campaign: con-
tributions from political action
committees.
The House majority leader has pledg-
ed not to accept any, and is widely seen
to be trailing Cohen in fundraising by a
wide margin.
In response to a moderator's question.
Cohen denied any impropriety in receiv-
ing PAC donations, noting that virtual-
ly all of Maine's prominent officeholders
have done so.
Cohen, as he has done so repeatedly
through the campaign, recalled Mit-
chell's role as chairman of Senator
George J. Mitchell's election campaign
two years ago. Mitchell raised more than
$600,000 from PACs in that campaign,
and Cohen said Mitchell's anti-PAC
"conversion" came "a bit late in the
game"
Cohen and Mitchell posing for photographers at the MPBN studios prior
to their debate. (Kousoumpan photo 1
OPower
types of rate increases. which would af-
fect all customers: a general rate increase,
which is a non-fuel increase, results from
interest, operational, and labor costs
increases.
Bangor Hydro's fuel adjusted increase
as of April 1984 was 511,840,600. Maheu
said the increase was so substantial
because of the level of sale and cost.
"Basically it's an indication that prices
are stable," he said.
Dan Johnson, senior planning
engineer for MPUC said the university
could make a formal complaint about
the fuel adjusted increase but it would
take 10 cusicittrers to initiate it.
"There are reasons Bangor Hydro
could ask for a rate increase: a lack of
suboantial rainfall. Maine Yankee could
shut down for repairs and Bangor Hydro
would have to pick up its work, more
electricity bought and fuel prices going
up." Johnson said.
The Energy Advisory Committee had
its first meeting Oct. II. Cole said the
purpose of the meeting was to inform its
(continued from page I)
members of the energy conservation
ideas and to create a public awareness to
the university's use of energy. Thomas
.Aceto, vice president for student and ad-
ministrative services, said the committee
isn't complete yet because no students
have been *pointed to it.
Aceto, also present at the Oct. II
meeting, said a reduction in student ser-
vices will be the last thing to be reduc-
ed. "I really don't know where the cuts
will be corning from until I receive im-
pact statements from Dwight Rideout
and Alden Stuart on. Oct. 15," he
said. "We know we are not going to get
the money from conservation, it will
have to come from other means. We
hope to have some answers within two
weeks, but I can't give the specific date,
.Aceto said.
The budget cuts will be about 3 per-
cent from each department, Aceto said.
"The cuts may come in different varia-
tions, for example; I percent from one
department and 4 percent from another,
he said.
The two Mitchells
are not related.
Besides terming
Mitchell "inconsis-
tent and pious" on
the issue. Cohen
challenged the ac-
curacy of her anti-
PAC pledge, saying
Democratic Party
donations to her
campaign have
come from pools in
which PAC money
and private dona-
tions are
co-mingled.
"We don't know
who's giving money
to your campaign,
because it's being
laundered" through
the party commit-
tees, Cohen
charged.
Under rules laid
down for the even-
ing's debate, the
candidates were en-
couraged to
challenge each
other's statements
and interrupt as much as the moderators
would allow.
Cohen took advantage of that leeway
first, injecting a reference to Mitchell's
past acquiescence in PAC/fundraising.
Cohen continued to battle the
challenger aggressively ,hroughout the
• Debate
Sen. William Cohen (left) and Elizabeth Mitchell listen-
login one of the moderators just before the start of their
debate Thursday night. (houyoumjian photo)
debate, particularly on defense issues.
But Mitchell responded in kind, remain-
ing fresh-faced while the incumbent
perspired heavily under hot studio lights.
Two other Cohen-Mitchell debates are
scheduled, on Sunday night, October 14,
and again on Sunday night, October 21.
dale in several isues, including tax
breaks for parenn of private school
students and school busing.
Bush attacked Mondale repeatedly in
the opening moments of the debate,
holding his arms aloft at one point as
he said, "Contrary to Mr. Mondales—
I'd better be careful—contrary to Mr.
Mondale's just saying everything's bad"
"I mean, somebody says there's a
silver lining, he sees a big black cloud
out there,' Bush said. "Whine on,
harvest moon':
Ferraro criticized Bush for claiming
credit for legislation on civil rights that
the president signed. The bill "passed
despite his opposition': she said. And he
signed it because "he had to!'
Bush said there were other ways of
looking at civil rights, citing for one ex-
ample that, "We look at civil rights as
something like crime in your
neighborhood':
Ferraro's task was to assist Mondale,
but also to quell the doubts that polls in-
dicate many voters have about her own
(continued from page II
candidacy and about having a woman on
a national party ticket for the first time.
She had the added pressure of par-
-ticipating in the first campaign debate
of her political career.
Ferraro and Bush went separately to
the hall to check on arrangements a few
hours before the debate, neither of them
pausing to comment on a mini-
controversy that bless up during the day.
Bush's press spokesman, Pete Teeley,
was quoted in the Wall Street Journal as
saying of Ferraro: "She's too bitchy.
She', very arrogant. Humility isn't one .
of her strong points and I think that
comes through."
Ferraro's campaign manager, John
Sasso, said Tetley's comments were an
"insult to every woman in this coun-
try," and called on Bush to apologize
for what his aide had said.
Officials at ABC estimated that 90
million people watched the presidential
debate. Reagan and Mondale will debate
once more on Oct. 21.
Both sides claim victory
in vice presidential debate
WASHINGTON (AP)—Democrats
said Geraldine Ferraro was not subdued,
but "calm and presidential" and the
head Republican said he had never seen
Vice President Bush any better as both
sides predictably claimed victory in
Thursday night's vice presidential
debate.
"We say it's the difference between a
cheerleader on the one side and a leader
on the other': Democratic presidential
candidate Walter F. Mondale told a
televised rally in Miami.
Sen. Paul Laxalt of Nevada, President
Reagan's campaign manager and general
chairman of the Republican Party,
described Bush's performance: "Superb.
Ten plus. I've never seen him better!'
Feminist Gloria Steinhem said Ferraro
was "calm and presidential and in com-
mand of the facts!' She said the
Democratic candidates "victory was ab-
solutely definitive"
Bush aide Dean Burch said the vice
president "hit a very long ball tonight!'
He said the GOP candidate was "clear-
ly in charge of this debate from the time
it began until it ended!'
Steinhem said Bush was "shrill and
patronizing!' evidently referring to the
vice president's remarks to Ferraro about
foreign policy, which the Democratic
candidate also said were patronizing.
But Burch said that if Bush had been
patronizing, "it certainly wasn't inten-
tional on his part:'
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Sports
Football squad challenges Delaware Saturday
by Rich Garsen
Staff Writer
, The LIMO football team will try to
in its second game in a row when the
Bears play the University of Delaware at
Delaware Stadium Saturday.
Maine is 1-4 overall and 0-3 in the
Yankee Conference. The Blue Hens are
23. Delaware joined the conference in
1983, but is not eligible for the title un-
til
Last week the Bears beat Lafayette
College 22-20 when cornerback Gary
Groves broke up a game-tying Lafayette
pass with 1:21 left. Delaware lost to
Boston University 27-3.
Maine head coach Ron Rogerson,
who graduated from Delaware in 1966,
said he hopes the team is emotional for
the game.
"I don't think the history means as
much to our players as it does to me,"
Rogerson said. "We have Bob Depew
(defensive coordinator. Delaware '73),
and myself who have some ties. When
I asked them to raise their hands if they
played in the 1981 game there were only
The last time the tvvo teams met was
in 1981 and Delaware won 42-35 in a
matchup of the Wing-T offenses.
Delaware holds the series edge 9-0.
The Blue Hens, like Maine, runs a
Wing-T offense. Delaware has moved the
ball well, averaging 347 yards per game,
but has fumbled 21 times and thrown
seven interceptions. It is averaging 16.6
points per game.
Offensive ends coach Bob Sabol said
Delaware must not turn the ball over if
they are going to beat Maine.
"They have a very physical
defense, " Sabot said. "We're going in-
to the game from an offensive aspect to
move the ball and not do anything
stupid. We can't commit penalties or
turn the ball over.
"Our major problem is not getting it
into the end zone. We're moving it, but
statistics don't count for anything," he
said.
awniellItanwooin
Paul Phelan 1391 takes a hand-off from 
quarterback Bob Wilder, John Colasacco (63) pav
es the way for
Phelan. (McMahon photo)
Delaware is led by quarterback Rich
Gannon. Gannon has completed 58
passes in III attempts for 523 yards. He
has thrown three touchdowns and seven
interceptions. Gannon is the team's
leading rusher with 253 yards and two
touchdowns.
Tony Tolbert and Bob Norris start at
halfback. Tolbert has gained 250 yards
on 54 carries and scored two
touchdowns. Norris is used primarily as
a blocking back, but has caught 17
passes for 138 yards.
s Captain Dan Reeder starts at fullback.
Reeder missed the first three games of
the season with a pulled hamstring, but
has rushed for 135 yards on 30 carries
since returning. He gained 88 yards in
Delaware's loss to BU.
The Blue Hens' leading receiver is split
end Guy Darienzo who has 21 catches
for 264 yards and one touchdown.
Against Lafayette Maine experienced
some success by blitzing. Sabot said the
Blue Hens' receivers are experienced
enough to handle it.
"Darienzo and (Mike) Lane are
seniors and they should be experienced
enough to pick up the coverage,"
Sabol said. "It's a situation where you
better get to the quarterback and force
them to throw the ball. I don't care how
fast your secondary is. You can't cover
a guy oneon-one all day," he said.
Delaware is coached by Harold "Ibb-
by" Raymond who is in his 19th season
with the Blue Hens. Going into this
season he had a record of 153-52-2
(.744). Raymond is ranked third in wins
and fourth io arkwring percentageactoug
active coaches.
Rogerson said Delaware may not be
as good as in past years because con-
ference play has improved.
"The level of play in the Yankee Con-
ference has improved a great deal,"
Rogerson said. "We know BU is great
and UNH is good. I think the skill level
has improved and that was the edge that
Delaware had in the past. They had big
offensive linemen and the skill players.
I think some of this traces back to the
scholarship change (which limits the
number given keeping schools from
hoarding athletes)," he said.
Soccer team hosts Plymouth State Saturday
by Jerry Toorigny
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team will try to win
their second straight home game-this
Saturday when they host Plymouth S
tate
College at 1:00 p.m.
I he Bears defeated Bowdoin College
1,0 on Wednesday when Jay Hedlund
headed a Kevin McKenna cross (rim the
right side in the second half of overtime
to raise Maine's record to 5-6 on the year
The Bear booters have yet to win
 two
games in a row this season and 
if they
do it Saturday they will do it 
against a
team that Maine Head Coach Jim 
Dyer
calls a very good club.
"They have been to the Final Fo
ur in
Division III the last two years'
 and at
times have been ranked number o
ne na-
tionally," Dyer said.
"They are well coached and very 
corn-
petitive. They play hard and they have
a very good soccer tradition."
Plymouth State is currently ranked
fourth in New England in Division III
and are undefeated with a 5-0-5 record.
David Andreason who has a goal and
two assists on the year said Plymouth
State is tough because of their style of
play.
"They have a tendency to bring their
fullbacks (defensemenr up on of-
fense," the junior forward said.
"They're very tough. The morale on the
team is up and the last three games we've
played very well. I think we're going to
, have a real good game."
Following Saturday's game, the Bears
will have three more consecutive games
at home as they will host Husson Col-
lege on Tuesday, and will entertain the
University of Vermont on Oct. 20, and
the University of Maine at Presque Isle
on Gee. 24.
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Matt Duelap 6 one of six members of the men's cross
country team that win travel to Maine Maritime Academy
Saturdas for a dual meet. (Morris photo)
Hockey team opens
- . da
season ri Y "We definitely can't underestimate
them," senior defenseman Jeff
Kloewer said. "They beat us last year
and we have something to prove."
Head Coach Shawn Walsh said he was
happy with the way the team has
prepared thus far.
"I am really pleased with what we .
have accomplished so far," the first
year coach said. "We're as prepared as
we can be under the circumstances of
having only 11 days to put in the new
system."
Walsh said he doesn't know what to
expect from his team and New
Brunswick but said he knows enough
about canadian teams to know they will
be physical, mature, and should have a-
cellent individual talent.
"We have a wait and see attitude,"
Ray Jacques said. "We have all the
systems down and all we need is a game
situation to see how it works and how
we react."
The new system Walsh has installed
involves more emphasis on play away
from the puck and finishing off checks.
It also emphasizes "playing through the
man" which is checking the opposing
player who makes a pass so that he is out
of the play which negates any give-and-
go possibilities.
Walsh will go with four offensive Lines,
three defensive pairings and two goalies.
There will be five or six freshmen among
the 20 dressed players.
The offensive lines will be, Ron
Hellen-Dave Wensley-Jacques, Jim
Purcell-Paul Lelievre-Jay Mazur, John
McDonald-Steve Santini-Scott Smith,
and Kevin Mann-Bruce Hegland-Dessey
Wahlin.
The pairings on defense will be, Rene
Comeault-Roger Grillo, Dave Nonis-
John Baker, and Scott Drevitch-Stan
Czenczek. Czenczek (pronounced Chen-
check) did not skate on Thursday and is
questionable for Friday's game with a
bruise on the instep of his right foot. If
he is unable to play, senior Jeff Kloewer
or sophomore Mark Dallaire will, take..
his spot.
Sophomore goalie Jean Lacoste will
start in goal with either Ray Roy or
newcomer Bill Corbo providing the
back-up.
LOOSE PUCKS—Senior goalie Pete
Smith underwent arthroscopic surgery at
St. Joseph's hospital Thursday for
removal of cartilage in his right knee.
Trainer Phil Mateja said the doctor was
very encouraged and Smith could be
back on the ice in two weeks.
Peter Maher is still nursing a severe
groin pull and will not play Friday.
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
The UMO hockey team will play its
first regular season game of the year Fri-
day night when they entertain the Red
Devils of the University of New
Brunswick at the Alfond Arena.
The game will be the 10th meeting bet-
ween the two teams with Maine having
Kin seven of the nine games played. Last
year New Brunswick erased a 3-0 deficit
en route to a 8-6 victory in an exhibition
game held at the Aitken Centre in
Fredericton, N.B.
Last year, the Red Devils won the
Atlantic University Athletic Association
championship for the first time in 20
years. They finished fourth in the Cana-
dian playoffs losing in the semi-finals to
the eventual champion University of
Toronto.
WORK FOR
RE FASTEST
GROWING AIRLINE
IN THE INDUSTRY.
PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of
CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS
SOPHOMORES.. JUNIORS...
SENIORS.. GRAD STUDENTS
START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE lbu.N be the first point
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers. providing accurate
scheduling and poce information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights
1f3ull be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS:
• $500 an hour to stari—wrth regularly
scheduled raises
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only tor you but
spouses too after 30 days or employment)
• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT
THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:
• Minimum of 4 hours per day
• minwrium of 20 hours per week
• Maximum of 40 hours per week
TO OUAUFX you mud have a SPA of 25 or better be currently evoNed. be arDculate—and
nave a•nalue Maude and business-kke appearance Pressous work expenence is a must
PRESENTATIONS AND INTERVIEWS WILL .BE HELD ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER
23rd, FROM 1:00 PM. TO 3:00 RM. IN THE NORTH BANGOR ROOM IN THE
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT TRANSCRIPT It/THE
INTERVIEW.
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